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About This Game

 INTRODUCTION

Thousands of years have passed since the apocalyptic Second War. It was fought between the alliance of humanity and
monsters. Ages later, the Four Elemental Gods rose to power and created a magical, spiral-shaped jewelry known as the Pendant

of Labyronia. With its immense might, the Labyrinths were created covering the entire world.

Now, the dreadful monsters have returned, their legendary kings plotting to snuff out all life from Labyronia. Before them, the
greatest cities fall and the people get trapped in a living nightmare.

You are Arres, the only one who can stop their relentless havoc, and journey through the lands to discover the secrets of the
Labyrinths. To achieve this, you need to unite with trusty friends and discover untold powers... by exploring your surroundings.

Master your martial skills and magic to defeat the evil monsters, and encounter the Four Elemental Gods in the definitive
version of the very first Labyronia.

 KEY FEATURES
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Nonlinear, exploration-based progression in a large and original world.

The Cue system encourages exploration. Find various details from your environments to obtain skills, and challenge
yourself to collect all the Cues!

Strategic Boss battles and a classic turn-based combat system.

Collect items and tools to uncover the secrets of the world, or take your time to read some books filled with lore.

Discover the backstories of the heroes Arres, Ann and Garic in the emotional storyline, and gather your wits to challenge
the Four Elemental Gods!

 REMAKE

The World of Labyrinths: Labyronia is the complete version of the first Labyronia. The game expands the original story with
alterations including improved visuals, new cutscenes and gameplay mechanics. The world is now filled with secrets and new

cues. You need various tools to gain access to hard-to-reach places. Even the temperature is changing in some areas, forcing you
to find correct equipment to survive.

For new players interested about the series, this is the game to start with.
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the world of labyrinths labyronia

creator abandoned it and has been acting funky and destroyin my cpu last time i used it

ill miss this. There is one really good thing about this game and one that is kinda bad.

Good one is the game itself.
The battles are fast paced, you need to react fast, something is always happening and you dont feel like you are farming like in
almost every other jrpg. There were 6 bossfights in 3 hours. Some of these fights are kinda hard and require player to use every
available game mechanic at his disposal.
Its interesting to follow plot. dialogues have a good humor in them.
Music is cool.

But theres one thing that leaves in disappointment. The main reason why this thing is bad is because its never mentioned on a
store page.
This game is episodic. Yeah, you are paying for the full game, but you will be able to play past 1 episode only somewhere in
future. There are only around 3 hours of gameplay right now.. Before you buy, this is my impression of the game.

You have to manually set the buttons on the configuration menu at the game launcher for your coresponding controller. Also,
somehow the game won't even detect left and right trigger button for Xbox One controller.

No mouse support, playing with keyboard only is a chore for this game. Don't even bother to buy this game if you don't have or
don't want to play with controller only.

Frequent crash to desktop on Windows 10, I don't know for the other Windows version.
I play it like 5 minutes, it's already crash.

I found the temporary solution for the crash. You have to disable or end task any "monitor\/keyboard touch application or
software" (like TipTap some ppl called them),

Gameplay wise, let's just called it RPGTD. Tower defense like game, with some RPG element of progression.
Game is kind of interesting and fun to play because of the RPG elements on it and bring some fresh elements to TD game. It's
introduce dynamic city defense system, your city has 4 zone layers which each of them can be turn 360 degree. Kind of cool
concept there.

Oh, do yourself a favor, use Japanese Voice. The voice act for English voice, like any other Japanese port game, is not so good.

7.5\/10 "There is no Quit Game button ". I prefer mobile version but its still dynamic and entertaining. Had fun.. easy but not
annoyingly so. Nice start-up, cant wait for more..... Haven't played this on the PS VR so didn't know what to expect, saw a few
gameplay sessions on youtube and the cute launch on Twitch - unfortunately wasn't lucky enough to win a key. Gameplay
seemed very solid and graphics looked great, so I decided to pay 30 euros and give it a shot.

And what a solid tank cockpit shooter this is. It looks super super cool and runs great (maxed out on 1080GTX), no hiccups, no
crashes. The gameplay is great, the shooting is intense and paying attention matters - it's a fast paced and can be positively
challenging - with a few difficulty levels having notable differences. There are lots of unlockables (weapons and upgrades, tank
types) and more than decent ride customization. No motion sickness issues over here at all, the player's POV is fixed on the
horizon and the cockpit moves around the player's head, so no sudden image shifting that might induce sickness while sitting.

My only complaint would be that it can get a tad repetitive in offline mode, however the pvp and campaign co-op modes come
along just nicely and fix that. Good player-base so far and no disconnects.

Overall, the game is absolutely great - one of the most complete and polished, optimized experiences on the Vive so far. Well
done and tank you devs!

. yep its really that bad.... This game is so interactive! I was able to destroy everything, throw everything everywhere and get the
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Twins of the Pasture is a simple RPG game, where you\u00b4ll control the sisters Aluka and Kurore that due her parents debt
(10 millions), the twins need work to pay the debt.

If you want play the original 18+ version, you can find the patch in discussions.

This review is based in my personal opinion and based in 18+ version

Pros: The artwork is good; nice H content; nice voice casting (18+ scenes included); once you pay the all debt, you can unlock
all scenes\/cgs

Cons: as i said, this game is very simples (few places available, you can take a tour in all places in few minutes); you cant
accelerate time (e.g. a event only occurs in evening or night, you need wait the time pass; unless you hack the speed with CE);
the game isnt totally translated (you still can find chinese character in few conversations\/scene menu); the inventory mechanic
is awful (you cant increase\/reduce materials in large amount, need click one per one); you cant pause the game (unless you
access inventory, or do some action); you cant load the game (unless you talk to someone and them click load)

 The 18+ contain: beastiality, yuri, pregnant, threesome scenes (and more)

The game contain 3 endings:
- You cant pay the debt in 120 days: the twins will stay with debt collector
- Became a professional pros titute
- Pay the debt and be free (unlock all scenes\/cgs)

Why i recommend?
I recommend this game because is a nice 18+game in steam. And i recommend to those that want H content in their collection.
For me, this game should be called twins of the pleasure.. I found this to be a fun game, with lots to discover or unlock. The
devs continue to update the game with new weapons as well, or at least they have a couple times since it launched. I found it
more enjoyable than the predicessor Battlevoid: Harbinger, which has some quite broken missions.. Overall a horrible game. A
for Effort but it doesnt really offer anything new or fun. It would still be acceptable if it were free but its a little bit too
expensive for a crap game like this. 1/10 because the dev's tried.. this is a great game but i think that you should add multiplayer
so i can actually play with my friends and fans. fail game; dont buy it!. A bonus episode to help flesh out Natalia's story? Sure,
why not! I picked this up with the rest of the game proper but played it after concluding the main story. Plot-wise, it does a good
job at addressing some outlying plot threads that are hinted at in the end of the main plot line, as well as touching on some of
Natalia's origins and her ties to the antagonist of the main storyline.
Like all episodes of Revelations 2, you are given control of two characters who can interact with the environment in different
ways, and you have to juggle control over the two to progress through each level successfully. This time around, you've got
Natalia as your primary character, rather than as a sidekick. The secondary character provided is a "Dark Natalia" of sorts, and
while regular Natalia can interact with the environment physically and is vulnerable to enemies, Dark Natalia can proceed
through a level ahead of her kinder self, and mark out enemies for a period of time. Using Dark Natalia as a scout, the rest of
the game plays like a no-nonsense stealth-like spin off of Revelations 2's core gameplay mechanics. Regular Natalia is
completely incapable of hurting enemies, and if one discovers her, you must start the area over from your last checkpoint.
Between the two bonus episodes, I prefer this one's remix on gameplay more, as it realizes you can approach a Resident Evil
level with stealth instead of the usual choice of "run" or "gun". The length is minimal, so maybe wait for a sale, but if you are
looking for a different take on the base game experience, this is the episode to go with over the much more stressful The
Struggle.. It's florentastic!. TOTAL GARBAGE!
First of all, no one is playing.

Second,
NO ONE IS PLAYING!

This game, with 0 Players, shouldn't even be allowed on the Steam Store!

BUYERS BEWARE!. Enjoyed the worldbuilding and liked it more that Affairs of the Court. It felt a little bit short and
consequently the characters could have been better fleshed out, but overall, it was pleasant to read and see how your choices
affect the outcomes. Also appreciated the literature references like Metamorphosis and Moloch.. The whole premise of this
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game is just dumb, and if it weren't so poorly made, I'd probably have given this a half decent review and call it an alright time
waster. But it's hard as hell to play. There's no sprint, there's an overload of enemies and a lack of supplies. It feels plainly
impossible to play. The graphics weren't terrible, though the 3D style could have been better made. I was disappointed to see a
corn stalk growing from outside some fence while the other half of that same corn stalk was on the inside. Overall, not that great
of a game.
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